The Penn History Review (PHR) Editorial Board is now accepting submissions for its Fall 2016 issue! The PHR is a biannual publication of the University of Pennsylvania History Department featuring undergraduate historical research. If you are proud of a piece of historical writing and would like to see it published, submit to the PHR! This semester, we will be accepting one external submission from an undergraduate attending another college or university in the United States. The author of this essay will work with a member of our editorial board to prepare his or her piece for publication near the end of the semester. The PHR will be accepting submissions on a rolling basis through Wednesday, November 16th. We highly recommend submitting ASAP since papers will be reviewed and accepted on a first come, first serve basis. Papers must be at least twelve pages, 12-point font, and delineate between primary and secondary sources in a works cited page. Papers must also be submitted as Word documents (rather than PDFs). You can view previous PHRs here: http://issuu.com/pennhistoryreview. Please send all submissions (as email attachments) and any questions you may have to PHRsubmissions@gmail.com. We look forward to reading your work! The PHR Editorial Board University of Pennsylvania PHRsubmissions@gmail.com